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Each battery of the D.C. electrical power systems is sized to start and carry the normal D.C. loads
plus all D.C. loads required for safe shutdown on one unit and operations required to limit the
conseguences of a design basis event on the other unit for a period of 4 hours following loss of all
,.,.._.ouz,.1..a>, The battery chargers are sized to restore the battery to full charge under normal
non-emergency) load conditions. A normally disconnected alternate 125 volt· battery is also
provided as a backup for each normal battery. If both units are operating , the normal 1 25 volt
battery must be returned to service within the specified time frame since the design configuration
of the alternate battery circuit is susceptible to single failure and, hence, is not as reliable as. the
normal station circuit. During times when the other unit is in a Cold Shutdown or Refuel condition,
an alternate 1 25 volt battery is available to replace a normal station 1 25 volt battery on a
continuous basis to provide a second available ,power so~,irce.
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With one of the required D.C. electrical power subsystems inoperable the remaining system has
the capacity to support a safe shutdown and to mitigate an accident condition. However, a
---StJbseqttent wernt-!=ase-single -failure. would result in .complete loss..of-ESE.functions__Ther:efore, an
allowed outage time is provided based on a· reasonable time to assess plant status as a function of
the in-operable D.C. electrical power subsystem and, if the D.C. electrical power s1,.1bsystem is not
restored to OPERABLE status, prepare to effect an orderly and safe plant sh.utdown.
Inoperable chargers do not necessarily indicate that the D.C. systems are not capable of
performing their pos~-accident functions as long as the batteries are within ·their specified
parameter limits. With both the required _charger _inoperable and the· battery degraded, prompt
action is required to assure an adequate D.C. power supply. '
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ACTION(s) are .provided to delineate the measurements and time frames needed to continue to
assure OPERABiUTY of the Station· batteries when battery parameters are outside their identified ·
limits. .
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Battery;surveillance requirements:_are based on the defined battery cell parameter values. Categ9ry
. A defines the normal parameter limi_t for each designated pilot eel! in eac:h battery. The pilot cells
are the average cells in the battery based on previous test results. These cells are monitored
closely as an indication of battery performance. Category B defines the normal parameter limits for
each connected cell. The term "connected cell" excludes any battery cell that may be jumpered
ou! becciuse of a degraded condition or for any other reason. Category B also defines allowable
values for each connected cell. These values, although reduced, provide assurance that sufficient
capacity exists to perform the intended function and maintain a margin of safety. When any
battery parameter is outside the Gategory B allowable value, the assurance of sufficient capacity
as described above no longer exists and the battery must be declared inoperable.
Verifying battery terminal voltage while ,on float charge for the batteries helps to ensure the
effectiveness of the charging system and the ability of the batteries to perform their intended
function. The voltage requirements are based on the nominal design voltage of the battery and are
consistent with the initial voltages assumed in the battery sizing calculations.
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